List of recommended hotels for Conference 26-28 October 2023
(as of 12-07-2023, AT and IK)

I. Primary recommendations:

1. **Hotel Maritim**: first recommendation. Good location, nicely situated in the forest and next to the sea with view of the sea from the breakfast room. Swimming-pool available. Ca. 20 minutes walking distance from the conference location and direct bus service bus to the conference venue.

There is a contingency of 10 single rooms (Classic Zimmer zur Einzelnutzung) reserved for participants of the conference for the time of 25th-29th of October:
- The rooms have a fixed price of 89 Euro per night, including breakfast
- Can be booked by the participants until the 25th of September 2023 using the reference “Institut für Osteuropäisches R”.

Contact details:
Maritim Hotel Bellevue
Bismarckallee 2
24105 Kiel
Tel. reservations: +49 431 3894-777
E-Mail: info.res@maritim.de
Website: [https://www.maritim.de/de/hotels/deutschland/hotel-bellevue-kiel/unser-hotel](https://www.maritim.de/de/hotels/deutschland/hotel-bellevue-kiel/unser-hotel)

2. **Steigenberger Conti Hansa**: upper-class standard (Kiel). Advantage: only about 300 meters walking distance from the conference venue. Nicely situated near the sea and park of Kiel castle.

Rooms can be booked under special conditions for guests of the university which guarantee a fixed and relatively good price when using the reference “CINOQZ”.

Contact details:
Steigenberger Conti Hansa Kiel
Schlossgarten 7
24103 Kiel
Tel. reservations: + 49 431 5115-0
E-Mail: kiel@steigenberger.de
Website: [https://hrewards.com/de/steigenberger-conti-hansa-kiel](https://hrewards.com/de/steigenberger-conti-hansa-kiel)

3. **Hotel the Niu Welly**: central location, middle-class standard. Ca. 15 minutes walking distance from conference location and direct bus service to conference venue.
There is a contingency of 10 rooms reserved for participants of the conference for the time of 25th-29th of October. The participants can choose between single and double rooms:

- The single rooms (Komfort Einzelzimmer) have a fixed price of 79 Euro per night, including breakfast
- The double rooms (Komfort Doppelzimmer) have a fixed price of 99 Euro per night, including breakfast
- Can be booked by the participants until the 27th of September 2023 using the reference “Uni-Kiel”.
- Reservations must be guaranteed by credit-card

Contact details:
the niu Welly
Andreas-Gayk-Straße 10
24103 Kiel
Tel: + 49 431 555 888 09
E-Mail: welly@the.niu.de / corporate.booking@novum-hotels.de
Webseite: https://the.niu.de/hotels/deutschland/kiel/the-niu-welly

4. **Hotel Astor**: central location, very good prices. Middle-class standard with plain, decent interior. Ca. 15 minutes walking distance from conference location and direct bus service to the conference venue.

Rooms can be booked under special conditions for guests of the university which guarantee a fixed, very reasonable price when using the reference “CAU Kiel”. When booked with the university reduction this should be the cheapest available option.

Contact details:
Hotel Astor Kiel by Campanile
Holstenplatz 1-2
24103 Kiel
Tel: +49 431 99790
E-Mail: kiel.astor@campanile.com
Website: https://astor-kiel.campanile.com/de-de/

II. **Further hotels with special CAU university conditions**

1. **Unique by Atlantic Hotels Kiel**

Close to the station. Direct Bus service to the conference venue. Rooms can be booked under special conditions for guests of the university which guarantee a fixed price when using the reference “CAU”.

unique by ATLANTIC Hotels Kiel
Kaistrasse 30
24103 Kiel
Tel: +49 431 88738-0
E-Mail: kiel@unique-atlantic.de
Website: https://www.unique-atlantic.de/hotel-kiel
2. **Intercity Hotel Kiel**  
   Close to the station. Direct Bus service to the conference venue. Rooms can be booked under special conditions for guests of the university which guarantee a fixed, reasonable price when using the reference “CINOQZ”.

   Intercity Hotel Kiel  
   Kaistraße 54-56  
   24114 Kiel  
   Tel: +49 431 6643-0  
   E-Mail: reservations.kiel@intercityhotel.com  
   Website: [https://hrewards.com/de/intercityhotel-kiel](https://hrewards.com/de/intercityhotel-kiel)

3. **Hotel am Kieler Schloss**  
   Situated in the town centre close to Kiel castle. Only about 400 meters walking distance from the conference venue. Rooms can be booked under special conditions for guests of the university which guarantee a fixed, reasonable price when using the reference “CAU Kiel”.

   Hotel am Kieler Schloss by Premiere Classe  
   Dänische Straße 12-16  
   24103 Kiel  
   Tel: Tel. +49 431 5341620  
   E-Mail: kieler.schloss@premiereclasse.com  
   Website: [https://am-kieler-schloss-kiel.premiereclasse.com/de-de/](https://am-kieler-schloss-kiel.premiereclasse.com/de-de/)

4. **Hotel Ibis styles**  
   Situated in the town centre with view of Kiel Fjord, but in a rather busy area. About 15 minutes walking distance from conference location and direct bus service. Rooms can be booked under special conditions for guests of the university which guarantee a fixed, reasonable price when using the reference “SCP447384”.

   ibis Styles Kiel  
   Holstenbrücke 26  
   24103 Kiel  
   Tel: +49 431 8881100  
   E-Mail: smile@ibisstyles-kiel.com  
   Website: [https://all.accor.com/hotel/A744/index.de.shtml](https://all.accor.com/hotel/A744/index.de.shtml)

III. **For the smaller budget:**  
   **Bed & Breakfast Hotel Kiel-Holstenbrücke**  
   Simple and decent, clean looking bed & breakfast in the town centre. About 15 minutes walking distance and bus service to the conference venue from Kiel Bootshafen (about five minutes away). No special conditions for guests of the university, but regular prices are reasonable.
IV. Additional hotels can be proposed upon individual request.